Rwanda:

The genocide in Rwanda
ruined most of the country’s
natural resources, but hope
survives. Modern concepts
of resource conservation in
conjunction with traditional
methods have resulted in
a revival of the Rwandan
society as a whole, says
Georgianne Nienaber*.

Although seemingly worlds apart, India and Rwanda share
a colonial past, myriad environmental challenges, and hope
for the future that is ultimately based on the tenacity of the
human spirit. Progress in Rwanda is unmistakably measured in
the form of personal responsibility towards the environment
and a spirit of hope coupled with reconciliation. The loss
of over 800 000 people in the genocide of 1994 is both a
terrible legacy and a lesson learned. To know this history is

to recognize the tremendous progress, which has been made
since those dreadful days and requires an understanding of
the population’s deep connections to the land both before
and after the genocide. Environmental scarcity was used to
frighten and goad the rural populations into heinous political
crimes in 1994.
Rwanda is a very small (26 338 square kilometres)
country, located two degrees south of the equator in central
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hope for the future

Africa. It is also the most densely populated country in
Africa. The volcanically active Virunga mountain chain forms
the boundary between the Democratic Republic of Congo,
and the western slopes extend towards Lake Kivu, forming
part of the Great African Rift Valley. With a population of
approximately 8.6 million people, Rwandans speak a single
language, Kinyarwanda, and comprise a single nationality,
Banyarwanda.
In pre-colonial times, the Batwa (pygmy), Tutsi, and Hutu
people inhabited Rwanda. The Batwa were hunter-gatherers,
lived in the forest, and were forced to move deeper in the
mountains as the Hutu farmers cleared more and more
land. The Tutsi brought their own herds of cattle. Without
digressing into an analysis of the effects of colonialist rule in
the Great Lakes region of Africa, it is appropriate to say that
outside influences created arbitrary divisions and tensions
between the agrarian Hutus and the cattle-farming Tutsis.
An artificial distinction based upon pre-colonial
‘occupations’ enabled German and Belgian interests to

define and favour the Tutsi population. This alliance shifted
from the minority Tutsi ruling class to the Hutu after
Rwanda became independent in 1961, leading to extreme
tension and resentment as one artificial ruling class was
replaced with another. Booming populations, resettlement
programmes, and conversion of grazing land into shambas
(farms) contributed to the conflict as Rwanda’s natural
resource base was stretched to breaking point.
During these times, the forests were used as a source of
wood, traditional medicines, honey-gathering, and bush meat.
In 1969, the government confiscated 20 000 acres of the
Volcanoes National Park, cleared it, and planted pyrethrum,
a daisy-like flower that is used in the production of a natural
insecticide. This incursion into the ‘protected’ area of the
Volcanoes National Park was a bellwether for the utter
deforestation that occurred during the genocide, as entire
populations fled to the forested areas for protection.
In recent years, the endangered mountain gorilla – made
famous by the slain naturalist, Dian Fossey – dominates

The beautiful Rwandan
countryside.
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Edwin Sabuhoro (centre),
with Rwandan villagers
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With an
economy that
consists of
gorillas, coffee,
and bricks,
the people
take pride in
who they are
and what they
have.
media analysis from Rwanda. Gorillas provide interesting
fodder for travel features, but just as the media failed Rwanda
during the genocide, mainstream media reports have ignored
Rwanda’s most precious resource—her people. The gorillas
will survive. They are featured on Rwanda’s currency and
provide a solid tourism base, bringing in over 20 000 tourists
in 2006. The panache and lure of the gorilla is enough to
encourage travellers intimidated by Hollywood images
of the genocide. Gorillas have sometimes been called the
‘ambassadors’ of Rwanda, and the road to Ruhengeri, which
is the gateway to their home in the Virunga mountains,
provides weary travellers with some of the most uplifting,
beautiful sceneries found anywhere on the planet.
Edwin Sabuhoro is the Managing Director of Rwanda
Ecotours Agency and a former tourism warden in the
Volcanoes National Park. His Masters thesis explored tourism
revenue inflows to communities and whether there is a link
with conservation. Sabuhoro recognizes the importance of
including local communities as active stakeholders in the
conservation and management of the park. His passion for
his country is written on his youthful, serious face.
When asked how one measures environmental success
in Rwanda, Sabuhoro referred to the application of
environmental law and raised a few questions as well. One
needs only to look closely at the environmental landscape
and population growth in Rwanda to see where the real
challenges are. Agriculture is the primary source of food
and income of the people, and they are still using bricks and

trees as sources of income and energy. The sweet smell of
charcoal hangs over the landscape like a soft blanket.
‘What is its effect on the environment? What about the
population growth, does it play a role in environmental
degradation?’ Sabuhoro wonders.
He says, ‘We must ask whether the law is addressing the
problem at hand and for the future. Article 49 of our new
constitution says that every person is entitled to a healthy
and satisfying environment, and very person has the duty to
protect and safeguard the environment. In the end, the law
provides the framework for environmental protection. ’
Sabuhoro cites the government’s introduction of new,
codified environmental laws and instituted REMA (Rwanda
Environmental Management Authority) to actively manage
the environment.
Part of the answer to Sabuhoro’s questions is found
in Rwanda’s participation in the United Nations’ MDGs
(Millennium Development Goals).The MDGs are part of the
Millennium Declaration that was adopted by 189 nations in
September 2000. There are eight poverty reduction goals
in the plan, and one of them is ‘to ensure environmental
sustainability.’
Rwanda enthusiastically signed on with this programme,
which strives to measure success quantitatively through
monitoring. What is remarkable about Rwanda is that it is
still recovering from the devastating environmental effects
of the genocide. The rapid rate of deforestation has caused
massive erosion and, during the rainy seasons, the rivers
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still run a chocolate brown as sediment is carried from the
Virungas and deposited on roads and crops. The positive
side of the coin is that all MDG indicators show that Rwanda
has improved dramatically since the genocide days, even
though it would seem that the opposite should be true. The
proportion of people living in extreme poverty in Rwanda
was 47.5% in 1990, and 77.8% in 1995. By 2000, this figure
had fallen to 60%, and is continuing to decrease by the day.
Leif Ohlsson of the SEI (Stockholm Environment
Institute) has written extensively on the linkage between

The gorilla, an important
tourist attraction and the
unofficial Rwandan mascot,
relaxing in the jungle.

environmental degradation, war, poverty, and disease.
In Livelihood Conflicts: Linking Poverty and Environment as Causes
of Conflict, Ohlsson notes that, in all of Africa, protecting and
regenerating ecosystems and environmental resources to
recover as much as possible of the lost wealth would require
enormous amount of social resources and the capacity

to adapt successfully to a changing environment and to
new challenges.
It is a great challenge, but the will of the people is
Rwanda’s final and most powerful resource. One needs only
to drive through the countryside to witness the courage
of the people. Considering all that the people of Rwanda
have been through – an entire generation lost – only the
very old and the very young remain. With an economy
that consists of gorillas, coffee, and bricks, the people take
pride in who they are and what they have. It is not a glass
half-empty. This is not a sentimental, romantic view of life in
Rwanda. Rather, it is a tribute to a people’s determination to
overcome the horrors that have been inflicted upon and the
challenges that remain. Markets dot the roadside, women
carry firewood to warm homes on the cold nights of the
rainy season. Woodcutting is forbidden, since deforestation
would be the inevitable result. So, children gather dry weeds,
mamas carry loads of dead branches that have fallen or been
removed from live trees, and the result is a countryside that
looks as if it is freshly pruned.
Francis Bayingana is a gorilla guide for the national office
of tourism and the founder of Rwanda Community Tours in
Ruhengeri. Passionate in his assessment of what needs to
be done to preserve Rwanda’s future, he cites umuganda,
a mandate, which requires that, on the last Saturday of
each month, every Rwandan citizen must contribute in
some manner to the environment. Contributions can
include terracing to stop erosion, tree and grass planting,
and general cleaning-up. Rwanda currently has a ban on
the use of any plastic bags in the country. Tourists will have
them confiscated at the airport when they arrive. Bayingana
supports this ban and says, ‘This has made Rwanda one of
the cleanest countries in Africa.’ But enormous amount of
work remains to be done.
‘Rwanda needs a vision, which would ensure that the
immediate needs of the population are satisfied without
using resources from protected areas. As economic security
increases, direct exploitation of environmental resources
would decrease and the population’s appreciation of the
non-economic value of protected areas would be enhanced,’
Bayingana adds.
‘The world must understand Rwanda’s culture and
biodiversity. Rwanda is now free from war and her
people share a common vision of reconciliation, which
includes a respect for flora and fauna as well as a shared
cultural heritage.’
This example of personal investment is what drives Rwanda
forward in the face of tremendous adversity. Sabuhoro and
Bayingana are the motivating forces in an evolving Rwanda—
a country that is making impressive environmental strides
while facing the challenges of the future.
* Georgianne Nienaber is a freelance reporter based in the
United States. Photos courtesy: the author
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